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From the Editor: 
 
 
     Where do I start this month? The holidays came and went, 
the new Millennium is here, and before I know it, January will 
be over. I’ve been swamped as usual. So hard to find time to 
build rockets. It has been a cold winter as well. No thoughts of 
painting anything. The garage is way to cold, and is way to 
risky for being caught in the act by the lady of the house. I 
always have the best of intentions to build some ‘sport” 
models, but always seem to find something more pressing.  
 
     One of my biggest obstacles to building rockets is the 
computer. I have the constant problem of looking at anything 
rocket related on the Internet, reading e-mail, surfing web 
pages, and even reading RMR. Seems ironic, always looking 
for rocket related information is getting in the way of building 
rockets.  
 
     I am planning on debuting a few new sport rockets the 
coming flying year. Instead of building one thing at a time, 
then concentrating on finishing that one model, I am going to 
try and have 2 or 3 models built then finish them all at the 
same time. I am hoping this saves time and reduces the 
number of trips out with the spray paint can.   
 
     Some club members were heard chattering about building a 
paintbooth in the basement at my place. I like the idea for 
sure, but would certainly not make it a priority, and certainly 
would have to foot the expenses alone. Someone mentioned 
this being a club project for club members to use. I wouldn’t 
ever want a club project to be only useable at my residence. I 
mean how could I explain to my wife a couple of guys 
showing up and saying we’re here to use the paint booth! So 
for now, I will suffer like the rest of you that have no 
paintbooth, and wait for warmer weather. 
 
     Warmer weather means the flying season will be among us 
soon. The mercury is still dipping mighty low on these long 
and dark winter nights. Before you know it, spring will pop 
out, and so will the good flying season. Our club has as much 
if not more on the plate this coming year as ever. Make it a 
point to utilize the Club Calendar to plan on coming to as 
many events as you can. We would all enjoy seeing you no 
matter what the activity might be. So plan on them now and 
we’ll see you there! 
 
     A couple of tips for you. If you show up at one of the 
contests that are scheduled, plan on flying something to 
participate. We are looking to capture as many contest points 
we can before heading to New York in August for  
NARAM-43. Be looking for Jennifer’s upcoming articles for 
tips, suggestions, and strategies for flying contest events. 
 
 
 

Jim Filler 
 
 
 
 

LAUNCH WINDOWS 

 
SPORT LAUNCH 

 
Middletown Park  Icicle / Winter Theme 

Feb.  10th 10AM - 4 PM 
Contact: Jim Filler 301-371-3365 
Planned Notam for up to 3.3 lb. 

Limited to “G” class motors 
 

 
SPORT LAUNCH 

 
Middletown  Park Odd-Roc Theme 
Pot-o-Gold Spot Landing fun event 

Mar. 10th 10AM - 4 PM 
Contact: Jim Filler 301-371-3365 
Planned Notam for up to 3.3 lb. 

Limited to “G” class motors 
 

 
 

OSTRICH-I REGIONAL MEET  
 

Middletown Park   Mar. 24th 10AM - 4 PM 
Contact: Jennifer Ash-Poole 

Events: OSL, C-ELD, A-SDmr, SpSc, RDD,1/2A-BG 
Planned Notam for up to 3.3 lb. 

Limited to “G” class motors 
 
 

 
OPOSSUM-5 OPEN MEET 

  
Middletown Park April 21 9AM-10PM 

 Will coincide with the sport/night launch 
Contact: Chris Kidwell  

Events are RDD, B SD, B PD, SpSc, A SRD. 
Planned Notam for up to 3.3 lb. 

Limited to “G” class motors 
 

 
MARS- 27 Hosted by NOVAAR 

Great Meadows Va. Also April 21 
B SR Alt, C Egg Alt., A BG, B RG, A SD 

Contact: John Hochheimer fishdktr@earthlink.net 
 

 
RAMTEC-9 Hosted by SPAAR 

Center Valley, Pa. June 16 & 17 
Events: C Egg Dur., D HD, 1/2A BG, A SD, B SR Dur. 

Contact: Glenn Feveryear 
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Frigid February Foreseen 
Paul Miller, 51615 

 
     Since February is a short month, this month’s astronotes 
are brief as well. The elusive flying Z cloud is unbelievably 
rare in February in the Northern Hemisphere. But Venus will 
be unbelievably bright. This “evening star” will achieve its 
greatest brilliance on the 21st. Fool your friends, point it out 
and tell ‘em is a UFO! Nah, this is bad, besides 911 will be 
busy with Venusian UFO calls in the second half of the month 
regardless. 
 
     Jupiter and Saturn continue to impress. High in the 
southern sky at dusk, these majestic gas giants will begin to 
move apart as seen from Earth. Here comes Mars! The red 
planet will slowly brighten at dawn in the south, On February 
15th Mars will hover just below the Moon. This summer, 
Mars will grab lots of attention as it reaches opposition - its 
brightest in 13 years. 
 
     The Full Snow Moon arrives on February 8th. This brings 
the New Moon on the 23rd. A promising dark-sky is forecast 
from the 20th to the 25th. If clear nights occur, your 
astronomical observations could be wonderful. Split stats, spot 
star clusters, seek nebulae, and see the revelation of the winter 
Milky Way. February may be frigid. Cool down your ‘scopes, 
bundle up and enjoy our February sky. 
 

 
E-Groups Now Yahoo Groups  

Chris Kidwell a.k.a. the Webmaster 
 
 In case you haven't heard, Yahoo has completed its 
acquisition of eGroups,  so now mailing list messages should 
go to narhams-members@yahoogroups.com.  
For normal email access, you don't need to do anything 
special. If you want to take advantage of the special features, 
you will need to go to http://groups.yahoo.com and convert 
your account. Also of note, Jennifer's ZOG-43 index for 1989 
- 1998 is now available on the web site at 
www.narhams.org/zog-43/master-index.html 
 

 
R68:  NAR S&T Announcement 
 
     NAR Standards and Testing is pleased to announce the 
availability of RASP.ENG data for NAR-certified rocket 
motors on the NAR website. A second page of RASP.ENG 
data has been added to the PDF file for each motor type. Both 
data points and a plot of data-point locations on the thrust 
curve are provided. 
To view these files, visit 
http://www.nar.org/SandT/NARenglist.shtml, then 
click on a motor type to download the PDF file.  
 
 Jim Cook, Secretary for 
NAR Standards & Testing 
<JimCook@AOL.COM> 
 
Jack Kane, Chairman 

MATTHEW-4 results 
Jim Filler NAR # 27862 

 
     Due to the fact that the January edition of ZOG-43 was so 
large, I decided to put this article in the February Edition. The 
reasoning is that January is usually one of our slowest months 
with no sport launch planned. Yes we are one of those clubs 
that would probably fly in January if the weather cooperated 
just a little bit. But due to the planning done the previous year 
when the NAR had our insurance running concurrently with 
the section renewal expiring on Dec. 31 we decided to just to 
“86” the January launch. Due to the slow process of renewal 
and the insurance certificate not reaching Frederick Co. parks 
until mid-month at best.  Ed. 
 
Matthew-4 or H.Q.S.M.-35 was held so long ago, I don’t 
remember the date. A long, long time ago in a galaxy far, far 
away.....  
 
    Members of NARHAMS started showing up at Middletown 
Park about 9am for a day filled with lots of rocket flying, good 
weather and a lot of fun. Our newly appointed Contest 
Dictator for this years section meet was none other then Alan 
Holmes. After we got the range up and running, Alan 
proceeded to tell everyone he had no idea what he was doing 
and wanted apologize ahead of time. Several of the usual 
suspects told Alan complaining wasn’t going to do him any 
good, he should simply press on and do a good job as we all 
knew he was capable of doing. 
 
     Turnout was good and things in the separate divisions were 
getting heated right away. A division’s Kindra and Kris Bittle, 
and Matthew Filler were all turning in good flights early on. 
All 3 were in a dual in ½ A BG. This was a marketing dream 
for Edmonds Aerospace as Delties were all over the sky! In 
the end Kindra beat both of the guys and took home 1st place.         
½ A HD seen the same type of results as BG. Kindra had 2 
very good flights with an Apogee Whirlatron model to beat up 
on both of the seasoned A division guys.  Spot Landing seen 
newcomer Kevin Plitt take home 1st place with a flight of 26.1 
meters.  
 
     The B division show this year was the usual suspects of 
Josh Russell and Mike Filler. Josh took 1st in ½ A BG and 
Spot Landing with Mike taking 1st in ½ A HD. 
 
     The C division was the largest group as usual, the biggest 
kids always show up in higher numbers. Chris Kidwell blew 
all of us out of the water in ½ A BG while doing a commercial 
for Edmonds Aerospace and the new Ivee2G. Chris combined 
2 flights for a total of 182 seconds and an easy 1st place.  ½ A 
HD seen veteran sport flyer Jim Miers bring out the winning 
model with 106 seconds total for 2 flights edging out Khim 
Bittle by just 3 seconds.  Jim Miers also won spot Landing 
with a flight of 24.9 meters.  
 
   The Teams division got fat this year. No I don’t mean the 
team members put on weight, but simply put we had seven 
teams. The newest team this year was Tracy, Jim & Matthew 
Berg forming the TMJ team.  

.....(Continued on the next page) ..... 
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..... (Continued from the previous page)..... 
 

Spot landing seen no team place , all were marked far. 
Grumpy Old Men, Paul miller and John McCoy took 1st place 
in both ½ A HD, and 1st place in ½ A BG.  
 
     Overall we had 25 contestants including the 7 teams. The 
section meet format is always my favorite meet of the year, 
because it is small, a lot of fun, and NARHAMS gets all the 
points! This year we mustered a whopping 3003 points for the 
total meet. Everybody pitched in and helped with range duty 
and making sure that everyone got to fly competition as well 
as sport flights. The club would like to thank Alan for being 
the CD, (told you it’s not that hard with a little help from 
everyone) and all that flew for the club at the meet.  
 

 
NARCON 2001 

 
 

     I would like to invite you to come join us in Dallas the 
weekend of March 23 - 25 for this event. We plan to make it 
even more exciting than last year. Our banquet guest speaker 
is Glen Swanson, NASA's historian at the Johnson Space 
Center. Before becoming the historian at JSC, he was the 
Editor for Quest magazine. Needless to say he has a little bit 
of experience in digging through scale data. He's planning on 
giving us some insight into NASA. 
 
     Here's a partial list of some of our other speakers and the 
topics they'll be covering: 
 
-John Pursley will be back to talk some more on Scale 
modeling techniques 
- Tom Prestia (of Tango Papa Decals) will be talking about 
scaling up the Estes Mars Lander 
- Ted Mahler will be back talking more about Rocket 
photography. 
- Buzz McDermott will finally be able to talk about cloning the 
classics. 
(Last year's NARCON kept him pretty busy. So he wasn't 
missed out on giving it.) 
 
     On the HPR side, we have talks ranging from fiberglassing 
to composite construction techniques to how to get your Level 
III certification. And there's a whole group of sessions 
specifically dealing with education and how we can build the 
interest in the next generation of model rocketeers. This will 
truly be an event no Rocket hobbyist will want to miss! 
 
A registration form can be found at: 
http://www.dars.org/narcon or go to http://www.dars.org and 
follow the NARCON 2001 links. 
 
Hope to see you there! 
 
John Dyer 
NARCON 2001 Event Director 
 

 
 

A Visit to King Zog’s Castle 
Jim Filler NAR # 27862 

 
     While sitting in a caffeine induced haze, I got a neat idea to 
secretly replace the usual January sport launch with an event 
at my house. What was I thinking? Invite all the NARHAMS 
club members to my house for a building session? Well, I 
never usually make it any of the other building sessions over 
the course of a year. The sessions at business meetings are 
relatively short.  
 
     When we moved in to the house last year, I told John 
McCoy some day we might have a Micromax launch in the 
backyard. So I decided that we would indeed schedule the 
launch to coincide with the building session. 

 
     Of course John didn’t want to pass this up with out going 
all out. John brought out his new self-contained six-position 
Micro-Max launch rack. The photo looks like an 
advertisement for Quest! All six models are stock Micro-Max 
vehicles. John also brought his complete fleet of Micro-Max 
scaled down classics. Doug Pratt was the official sponsor of 
the launch bringing Pratt hobbies Micro-Max D-Region 
Tomahawk kits for anyone to build. 
 
     The building session got going about 10am and lasted until 
about 1pm when we stopped for some lunch. We managed to 
get 15 or so club members into the basement at my place 
working on anything and everything with a lot of spirited 
camaraderie as well.  
 
     At about 2:30 we proceeded out back and begun to fly the 
mighty Micro-Max powered models. I didn’t count the flights, 
(poor organizing) but would guess we had 6-7 racks or a total 
of 30-40 models fly. This was a lot of fun! No one had to walk 
far to get to the field nor to recover their model. Johns launch 
system worked great and we all took advantage of it. 
 
 
     When the launch concluded we picked up on the building 
session again until about 7pm. We cleaned up, ordered pizza 
to be delivered and proceeded to watch some rocket movies. 
Everybody seemed to really enjoy the day and it sure beat 
standing out at the field all day in the mild yet cold weather. 
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Space News 
Compiled by Jennifer Ash-Poole 

 
Cargo spacecraft docks with Mir to prepare station's fiery end  
 
January 29, 2001  
 
By VLADIMIR ISACHENKOV 
Associated Press Writer  
 
KOROLYOV, Russia (AP) _ Russia's deteriorating Mir space station on 
Saturday received its probable last visitor, a cargo ship laden with fuel to push 
the15-year-old space station into a fiery descent into the Pacific Ocean.  
 
The more than two tons of fuel aboard the Progress M1-5 cargo ship that 
docked with the Mir will be used to fire thrusters and send the 137-ton (151 
tons avoirdupois) station hurtling down from its orbit.  
 
The descent into the Pacific Ocean near 47 degrees south latitude and 140 
degrees west longitude  about halfway between New Zealand and Chile It is 
tentatively set for March 6.  
 
The flawless automatic docking at 8:33 a.m. Moscow time (0533 GMT) was 
greeted with applause and a breath of relief at Mission Control in Korolyov on 
the outskirts of Moscow, which has struggled with two sudden power losses in 
recent weeks that stoked fears of Mir spinning out of control.  
 
``The docking went smoothly without any flaws whatsoever,'' said Mission 
Control chief Vladimir Solovyov, who was on Mir's first crew. ''Now we have 
enough fuel on board for a reliable controlled descent into the designated area 
of the Pacific.''  
 
If something went wrong, space officials would have pulled back the cargo 
ship and sent an emergency crew to dock with the station and bring the cargo 
ship in on manual control.  
 
Yuri Semyonov, the head of the state-controlled Energia company that built 
and has been running Mir, said the U.S. space agency NASA and the 
European Space Agency have offered Russia help in monitoring Mir's 
dumping.  
 
Russian ground radar is able to track Mir only for a small part of each orbit, 
and NASA and the ESA would help maintain closer contact with the station 
during the closing days of its flight, Semyonov said.  
 
``NASA has naturally proposed help because it's a very unusual operation that 
concerns everyone,'' Semyonov said. ``We need to have all the information we 
can get to have a clear idea of what is going on in orbit.''  
 
President Vladimir Putin urged Russian space officials this week to ensure 
that Mir is dumped safely, and the Russian Foreign Ministry made a special 
statement seeking to sooth fears that Mir might crash on land.  
 
Officials say that chunks of Mir, some weighing up to 700 kilograms (1,500 
pounds), would survive the fiery re-entry and splash into the ocean half an 
hour after Mir enters the atmosphere.  
 
In 1978, a Soviet satellite crashed in northern Canada, scattering radioactive 
fragments over the wilderness but causing no injuries. A year later, the 
unoccupied U.S. Skylab space station fell to Earth, spreading debris over 
western Australia. No one was hurt.  
 
Mir is currently orbiting at about 300 kilometers (185miles) above the Earth, 
and is expected to come down to 240 kilometers (150 miles) by the end of 
February when Progress starts firing its thrusters to gradually push the 
station down.  
 
At the time of its launch on Feb. 20, 1986, Mir was on the cutting edge of 
space research and it has outlived its original estimated three- to five-year 
lifespan, hosting over 100 cosmonauts and foreign astronauts and 
providing unique know-how on long-term space flight. But as it aged, the 
station was plagued by accidents, including a fire and a near-fatal collision 
with a cargo ship in 1997.  
 
``Mir has laid a classic approach to future spacestations,'' Semyonov said, 
adding that the new, U.S.-led international space station project followed 
basic 

principles on which Mir was built. He also voiced regret that NASA balked at 
his proposal to ship some of Mir's equipment to the new station.  NASA has 
strongly urged Russia to abandon Mir and concentrate its resources on 
contributing to the international space station.  
 
While many Russian cosmonauts, space officials and politicians lamented the 
loss of the of the last remaining symbol of once-glorious Soviet space 
program, the government grudgingly agreed in December that Mir 
must be dumped because it's no longer safe and is too expensive to fix.  
 

 
 

Upcoming Launches (Note, dates Subject to change) 
(From NASA and space.com web pages) 

 
Date    Vehicle      Pad        MissionDate/2001 
Feb. 2     Titan 4B     40 CCAFS        mission B-41 with Milstar2- 

F2 spacecraft and Centaur 
upper stage Launch window 
3:36 to 7:36 p.m. EST 

 
Feb. 7    OV-104                   39-A-KSC        STS-98/International Space  
           Station-5A T-0 6:11 p.m.  
 
March 8        OV-103                  39-B-KSC       STS-102/International Space 
           Station-5 T-0: about 7:00am 
 
March 28      Pegasus XL                CCAFS        HESSI (NASA-GSFC/UCB) 
           NASA/Orbital Sciences  
           government civil launch  
           L-1011 departure:  8 a.m.  
                                                Pegasus drop:  9 a.m. EST  
                                               Launch window closes:11am  
  
April 7          Delta 7925           17-A CCAFS       Mars Odyssey T-0: 11:02am  
 
April 19        OV-105                39-B KSC        STS-100/International Space  
           Station-6A 
 
April 21         Delta 7920-10     SLC-2 VAFB       Jason/TIMED (NASA- 

JPL/GSFC) NASA/Boeing      
government civil launch 

 
Key:   KSC=Kennedy Space Center 
  CCAFS=Cape Canaveral Air Force Station,  

VAFB= Vandenberg Air Force Base 
 
 

 
 

RULES REVISIONS FOR 2001 CYCLE 
 
 

     By now many of you should have gotten your copy of the 
Model Rocketeer. You may or may not have noticed the Rules 
Revision Process is coming up for another go round. I 
originally sent the information to be published on Nov.13th. I 
don’t know the insides story other then some sort of mis-
communication with the publisher delayed it from being 
printed for 6 weeks. The cycle has been changed to a new 1-
year version, yet the NAR Board of Trustees failed to notify 
the Contest Board of the intent or schedule needed. So put all 
this together and I look like I don’t know what I’m doing. I 
have the patience to deal with type of thing, because I would 
never criticize NAR volunteers even if I am one of them. I 
have no intent of making any rebuttal statement to those that 
chimed in with their complaints on R.M.R. I did however 
choose to communicate where things are in the process to my 
club members and for that matter anyone who wants to ask me 
in person or at least in private E-mail. Got a question? Contact 
me at zog43@starpower.net 
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